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The Map of Love
"This visual tour of the movie world of Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children created by
iconic filmmaker Tim Burton is sure to be a must-have for fans of the series! This companion
book will feature behind the scenes images and set information from two of Burton's longtime
collaborators, including details on costume design, cinematography, set design, concept art,
and more. An oversized hardback size makes it perfect as a gift or collector's item."

Making Your Own Gourmet Coffee Drinks
When an anonymous benefactor offers to put Samantha Moore through school, with the
stipulation that she write frequent letters to him on her progress, Sam finds safety in the letters
as her program and her peers force her to confront her past.

A Katherine Reay Collection
The shadows grow long in the crisp autumn air, and soon the summer will be a distant
memory. In the dim light of a fading sun the night has returned to reclaim its own. From
hayrides to corn mazes, and Jekyll n Hyde. With warped games and witches, demons, and
Death personified. "Autumn Nights: 13 Spooky Fall Reads" brings together the very best in
chilling tales to tell under a harvest moon. Created for those who get excited for Halloween and
crisp Fall weather (and yes, even Pumpkin Spice Lattes). Are you the type to dream of windy
nights and tumbling leaves even while summer days stretch on? Do you want scary bonfire
stories with doses of humor and twists on classical tales? This collection is perfect for you.
These thirteen plus one (bonus!) spooky short stories originate from the talents of fourteen
impressive new and published authors. Each twisted tale glimmers with a different sinister face
of Autumn to bring new chills to your spine. Even better- your purchase helps animals in need.
All profits generated through the sales of Autumn Nights will be donated to the ASPCA as part
of their ongoing mission to provide effective means for the prevention of cruelty to animals.
"Bloodlines: A Sage Roberts Story" by Cass Kim: Left home alone all week for the first time,
Sage's trip to the pumpkin patch takes an unusual path. Now, she will find out how many
secrets her little town keeps. "Fade to Black" by Amanda Stockton: Hard times make for bad
decisions, while peer pressure crushes the best of intentions in this dark tale of false friends
and forgotten evil. "Magician's Weekend" by Martin Shannon: Insanity is a pizza pie best
served cold, or at least that's how it's going to be by the time Eugene Law gets to it. A quiet
evening without the family turns into a madcap parade of critical rolls and saving throws in this
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tale of Weird Florida. "Hannah and Gregory" by Jacob Faust: Candy is the least of their worries
when siblings find themselves left for dead in this modern retelling of Hansel and Gretel. "The
Teller Tree" by SM Rose: there has always been a secret-keeper in the wood, and so there
must always be. A tale of secrets, love, and stories that continue after their ends. "From Hell"
by Tara Jazdzewski: Dark deeds in the deepest night summon more than just the police in this
tale of Victorian witches in the gaslit streets of London. "Constellation Boy" by Dixon Reuel
shows what happens when you travel beyond the stars, only to come face-to-face with the
eerily familiar! "Soul Sisters" by Mandy Lawson: After several accidents at a fall retreat,
Charlotte suspects someone is targeting her. What began as a weekend of kissing and
kayaking may end with mystery and murder. "Witches of Nine" by Meg Holeva: Fairy bargains
and small town Iowa collide in this story of loss and life. "Dawson Farms" by Matthew Cesca
follows a teenage couple on a trip to a local farm to give its corn maze a try. As night falls,
things take a frightening turn among the corn stalks. "Location #23" by Alana Turner: When a
young barista rediscovers a forgotten app the game quickly sparks nostalgia. As the days go
on and she continues to play something more sinister begins to emerge. "A Witch's Ken" by
Nicolas Gram: Another night spent babysitting is the least of Amelia's concerns when the
auspicious return of a distant comet re-hashes a past best left forgotten. "My Own Dark Way"
by K. A. Miltimore is a new twist on a familiar tale from Victorian London. Something is stalking
him through the dim alleys of Whitechapel or is it all in his head?" Courting Death" by Edison T.
Crux: An immortal girl and a heartbroken Death. This creative cast of characters will warm
even your cold dead heart.

Literary Starbucks
When a rare-books dealer goes to England, she discovers more than just the famous writing
haunts—she discovers how to love and be loved in today's modern world. Victoria Seward
makes a living finding rare books through means that aren't always on the up-and-up. But if it
makes the clients happy, who is she really hurting? After all, everything always turns out all
right in the end. At least it does in her favorite books, the ones her absent father sends every
year on her birthday, no matter where he is. When her unorthodox behavior ruins her
relationship with her boyfriend James, Victoria knows something has to change—she has to
change. Enter Helen, a wealthy client seeking a companion for her trip to England to purchase
antiques, and who just happens to be James's grandmother. Helen has secrets of her own,
secrets that help her relate to Victoria more than anyone can guess. As Victoria and Helen
travel across England, Victoria suspects there is more to this trip than Helen lets on. When
Helen's health falters, Victoria reaches out to James, reigniting feelings that were never truly
extinguished. Everything comes to a head at Haworth, home of the Brontë sisters, when
hidden offenses rise to the surface. Victoria's happy ending is within reach—if she can step out
of the literary world and into the life that's been waiting for her all along.

Scrivener Absolute Beginner's Guide
Vanity Fare is a charming tale of food, family, literature, and romance in which a 40-year-old
newly single Brooklyn mother embarks on a culinary writing career and finds herself at the
center of a deliciously tempting love triangle. Molly Hagan—“a heroine who’s wittier than Ellen
DeGeneres on speed” (New York Times bestselling author Sabrina Jeffries) is overwhelmed.
Her cheating husband left her for a younger blonde, her six-year-old son is questioning her
authority, and she’s starting a job as a copywriter for a local Brooklyn bakery. She doesn’t
need the complications of a new love. But the bakery’s sexy British pastry chef is determined
to win her heart. And there is his intimidating and oh so irresistible business partnerwho
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happens to have a secret that might prevent Molly from getting her own Happily Ever After.
Funny and sweet, Megan Caldwell’s charming romantic novel includes five delicious recipes
developed with the pastry chef from Union Square Café.

Limos, Lattes and My Life on the Fringe
“Poignant, funny, and smart, Brunch and Other Obligations is a must-have for contemporary
women's fiction shelves. Readers will want to watch for what Nugent does next.” —Booklist “A
thoroughly upbeat and fully entertaining novel from cover to cover.” —Midwest Book Review
“Brunch and Other Obligations is women’s fiction at its finest! A tender, witty, heartfelt novel
that had me laughing out loud in one chapter and reaching for tissues in the next. With humor,
heart, and hope, Nugent reminds us that, once in a lifetime, if we’re very, very lucky, we just
might find a friend who knows us better than we know ourselves.” —Lori Nelson Spielman, New
York Times best-selling author of The Life List The only thing reclusive bookworm Nora, highpowered attorney Christina, and supermom-in-training Leanne ever had in common was their
best friend, Molly. When Molly dies, she leaves mysterious gifts and cryptic notes for each of
her grieving best friends, along with one final request: that these three mismatched frenemies
have brunch together every month for a year. Filled with heartwrenching scenes and witty
prose, Brunch and Other Obligations explores the intricate dynamics of girlhood acquaintances
who are forced to reconnect as women. This upbeat novel reminds readers that there’s hope
for getting through the hard times in life—with a lot of patience, humor, and a standing brunch
date.

Awful Beautiful Life
From the creators of the eponymous viral Tumblr comes a single day with your favorite authors
in one Twilight-Zone-esque Starbucks Ever wonder which intricate, elaborately-named drinks
might be consumed if your favorite authors and characters wandered into a Starbucks? How
many pumpkin lattes J.K. Rowling would drink? Or if Cormac McCarthy needed caffeine, which
latte would be laconic enough? Look no further; LITERARY STARBUCKS explores such
pressing matters with humor and erudition. Set over the course of a single day, and replete
with puns and satirized literary styles, the three authors go darker, stronger, and more global
than the blog in book format, including illustrations by acclaimed New Yorker cover artist and
cartoonist Harry Bliss.

The Icarus Girl
Far more than a word processor, Scrivener helps you organize and brainstorm even the most
complex writing project, bring together your research, and write more efficiently and
successfully than ever before. Long available for Mac, there’s now a Windows version, too.
Thousands of writers and aspiring writers are discovering this powerful, low-cost tool. Now,
there’s an up-to-the-minute, easy guide to the latest versions of Scrivener for both Mac and
Windows: Scrivener Absolute Beginner’s Guide . Written by working novelist and experienced
computer book author Jennifer Kettell, this guide doesn’t just present features and menus: it
presents Scrivener in the context of your creative workflow, so you can make the most of this
amazing software. Kettell draws on years of Scrivener experience and private tutoring to help
you use Scrivener in both fiction and non-fiction projects, including screenwriting and academic
writing. This book is as authoritative as it gets. Kettell not only wrote it in Scrivener: screen
captures show her work in progress, and identify powerful ways to use Scrivener to improve
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productivity. Her book has been tech edited by the Literature & Latte software team member
who serves as main liaison for the Scrivener Windows product to ensure that the Windows
version is covered as thoroughly as the Mac version. You’ll learn how to: · Integrate Scrivener
into your own personal workflow · Get to know Scrivener’s interface and customize it to your
workstyle · Write, organize, storyboard, plot, and edit your document · Create custom
templates to manage manuscripts, brainstorming, and research · Use keywords and metadata
to keep track of complex projects · Track your progress and backing up your work · Generate a
completed manuscript · Create an e-book from your manuscript · Discover new uses for
Scrivener Throughout, Kettell clearly identifies differences between the Mac and Windows
versions of Scrivener, so you’re never frustrated by searching for a feature that isn’t there.
Scrivener Absolute Beginner’s Guide is simple, clear, non-technical, and written from the
viewpoint of a professional writer for other writers. It’s the Scrivener guide thousands of writers
have been waiting for.

Don't Stop
A Literary-Inspired Cookbook for Voracious Readers at Teatime Tea and books: the perfect
pairing. There's nothing quite like sitting down to a good book on a lovely afternoon with a
steaming cup of tea beside you, as you fall down the rabbit hole into the imaginative worlds of
Alice in Wonderland, The Hobbit, and Sherlock Holmes . . . Fire up your literary fancies and
nibble your way through delicate sweets and savories with A Literary Tea Party, which brings
food from classic books to life with a teatime twist. Featuring fifty-five perfectly portioned
recipes for an afternoon getaway, including custom homemade tea blends and beverages, you
will have everything you need to plan an elaborate tea party. Cook up and enjoy: Turkish
Delight while sipping on the White Witch’s Hot Chocolate from The Chronicles of Narnia Drink
Me Tea with the Queen of Hearts’s Painted Rose Cupcakes from Alice in Wonderland
Eeyore’s “Hipy Bthuthday” Cake with Hundred Acre Hot Chocolate from Winnie the Pooh
Hannah’s Sweet Potato Bacon Pastries and Jo’s Gingerbread from Little Women Tom
Sawyer’s Whitewashed Jelly Doughnuts from Tom Sawyer And more! Accompanied with
photographs and book quotes, these recipes, inspired by the great works of literature, will
complement any good book for teatime reading and eating.

The Coffee Recipe Book
"Becky Powell faced the unthinkable on May 16, 2013. Her husband Mark called and said, "I've
done something terrible." Within hours, she learned that he had taken his own life and, over a
period of several years, millions of dollars from friends and colleagues. Everything she
believed to be true, the very fiber of her marriage, was called into question. Within a week,
rather than planning carpool runs and volunteer fund-raisers, she owed almost one hundred
creditors millions of collars and had her own team of ten lawyers. She was also the subject of
open FBI, SEC, and DOJ investigations-- and faced potential criminal charges. And, although
she instantly denounced every cent of Mark's $15 million in life insurance and promised to
repay every penny taken, her lawyers knew that in reality she faced years of court battles and
lawsuits, and possible jail time. Yet from that first horrific moment, God was there. He showed
up in his Word, in Becky's fricnes, in her lawyers, and in the generosity of those around her. He
worked miracles. CNBC, the Wall street Journal, Forbes, and others covered the first moment,
but what about the last? What about the story in which God gives your next breath because
you can't find it on your own? What about the story of a mom and three kids trying to make
sense of their pasts, present, and future while living under a microscope? "Awful beautiful life"
is Becky's journey through the two years surrounding Mark's death and how she overcame. It
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came down to a loving God who surrounded her, a present and dedicated family, and friends
who made her life, offered her sanctuary, and showed up for her and her kids in tangible ways.
This is a story of remarkable grit, strength, and what the Body of Christ in action looks like."--

Of Literature and Lattes
Jessamy Harrison is eight years old. Sensitive, whimsical, possessed of a powerful
imagination, she spends hours writing, reading or simply hiding in the dark warmth of the airing
cupboard. As the half-and-half child of an English father and a Nigerian mother, Jess just can't
shake off the feeling of being alone wherever she goes, and other kids are wary of her terrified
fits of screaming. When she is taken to her mother's family compound in Nigeria, she
encounters Titiola, a ragged little girl her own age. It seems that at last Jess has found
someone who will understand her. TillyTilly knows secrets both big and small. But as she
shows Jess just how easy it is to hurt those around her, Jess begins to realise that she doesn't
know who TillyTilly is at all.

Nein.
Natalie has never felt that she's enoughathletic enough, stylish enough, or talented enough.
And on the first day of middle school, Natalie discovers that things are worse than she thought:
now she's not even cool enough for her best friend, Lily! As Natalie tries to get her best friend
back, she learns more about her true self and natural talents.

The Book of Second Chances
McVie's classic song about keeping one's chin up and rolling with life's punches is beautifully
adapted to an uplifting children's book. Don't stop thinking about tomorrow Don't stop, it'll soon
be here It'll be better than before Yesterday's gone, yesterday's gone Don't Stop is a beautifully
illustrated picture book based on Christine McVie of Fleetwood Mac's enduring anthem to
optimism and patience. The song was one of the singles on Fleetwood Mac's megahit album
Rumours, which spent thirty-one weeks at number one on the Billboard charts and went on to
sell over forty million copies worldwide. With lyrics by Christine McVie and illustrations by
Nusha Ashjaee, this touching picture book imagines a rabbit willing her hibernating friends out
of a long and dark winter and into joyous spring. Don't Stop is a great opportunity for fans of
Christine McVie and Fleetwood Mac to introduce their favorite band to their young children,
and for parents looking to share a bright message in song. Debuting in 1977, this song is one
of the most identifiable of that decade A classic rock radio staple A top-five single in the US,
and one of the band's most enduring hits Written by band keyboardist and vocalist Christine
McVie Sung as duet between Christine McVie and guitarist Lindsey Buckingham Appears on
the Grammy-winning album Rumours, which as of 2019 is the RIAA-certified tenth all-time bestselling album in the US It was the theme song for Bill Clinton's 1992 presidential campaign
"Christine McVie's lyrics paired with woodland creatures is the wholesome content we want in
2020." --Paste Magazine "With her naturally smoky low alto voice and a knack for writing
simple, direct, and memorable songs about the joys and pitfalls of love, Christine McVie has
had a long and productive music career." --AllMusic

The Art of Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children
Falling into the past will change their futures forever. Mary Davies finds safety in her ordered
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and productive life. Working as an engineer, she genuinely enjoys her job and her
colleagues—particularly a certain adorable and intelligent consultant. But something is missing.
When Mary’s estranged childhood friend, Isabel Dwyer offers her a two-week stay in a
gorgeous manor house in England, she reluctantly agrees in hopes that the holiday will shake
up her quiet life in just the right ways. But Mary gets more than she bargained for when Isabel
loses her memory and fully believes she lives in Jane Austen’s Bath. While Isabel rests and
delights in the leisure of a Regency lady, attended by other costume-clad guests, Mary
uncovers startling truths about their shared past, who Isabel was, who she seems to be, and
the man who now stands between them. Outings are undertaken, misunderstandings arise,
and dancing ensues as this company of clever, well-informed people, who have a great deal of
conversation, work out their lives and hearts.

Autumn Nights
Katherine Reay returns to the cozy and delightful town of Winsome where two people discover
the grace of letting go and the joy found in unexpected change. After fleeing her hometown
three years earlier, Alyssa Harrison never planned to return. Then the Silicon Valley start-up
she worked for collapsed and turned her world upside down. She is broke, under FBI
investigation, and without a place to go. Having exhausted every option, she comes home to
Winsome, Illinois, to regroup then move on as quickly as possible. Yet, as friends and family
welcome her back, Alyssa begins to see a place for herself in this small Midwestern
community. Jeremy Mitchell moved from Seattle to Winsome to be near his daughter and to
open the coffee shop he’s been dreaming of for years. Problem is, the business is bleeding
money—and he’s not quite sure why. When he meets Alyssa, he senses an immediate
connection, but what he needs most is someone to help him save his floundering business.
After asking for her help, he wonders if something might grow between them—but forces
beyond their control soon complicate their already complex lives, and the future they both
hoped for is not at all what they anticipated. With the help of Winsome’s small-town charm and
quirky residents, Alyssa and Jeremy discover the beauty and romance of second chances.

The Brontd Plot
“Powerful, enchanting, and spirited, this novel will delight.” —Patti Callahan, bestselling author
of Becoming Mrs. Lewis Love, friendship, and family find a home at the Printed Letter
Bookshop One of Madeline Cullen’s happiest childhood memories is of working with her Aunt
Maddie in the quaint and cozy Printed Letter Bookshop. But by the time Madeline inherits the
shop nearly twenty years later, family troubles and her own bitter losses have hardened
Madeline’s heart toward her once-treasured aunt—and the now struggling bookshop left in her
care. While Madeline intends to sell the shop as quickly as possible, the Printed Letter’s two
employees have other ideas. Reeling from a recent divorce, Janet finds sanctuary within the
books and within the decadent window displays she creates. Claire, though quieter than the
acerbic Janet, feels equally drawn to the daily rhythms of the shop and its loyal clientele,
finding a renewed purpose within its walls. When Madeline’s professional life falls apart, and a
handsome gardener upends all her preconceived notions, she questions her plans and her
heart. Has she been too quick to dismiss her aunt’s beloved shop? And even if she has, the
women’s best combined efforts may be too little, too late. "The Printed Letter Bookshop is a
captivating story of good books, a testament to the beauty of new beginnings, and a sweet
reminder of the power of friendship.” —Rachel McMillan, author of Murder in the City of Liberty
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Understanding Media and Culture
No matter what you want to write, Scrivener makes iteasier. Whether you’re a planner, a seatof-the-pants writer, orsomething in between, Scrivener provides tools for every stageof the
writing process. Scrivener ForDummies walks you step-by-step through this popularwriting
software’s best features. This friendly ForDummies guide starts with the basics, buteven
experienced scriveners will benefit from the helpful tipsfor getting more from their favourite
writing software. Walks you through customizing project templates for yourproject needs Offers
useful advice on compiling your project for print ande-book formats Helps you set up project
and document targets and minimizedistractions to keep you on track and on deadline Explains
how to storyboard with the corkboard, createcollections, and understand their value Shows you
how to use automated backups to protect your hardwork along the way From idea inception to
manuscript submission, Scrivenerfor Dummies makes it easier than ever toplan, write,
organize, and revise your masterpiece inScrivener.

The Book Ninja
Fantastical Stories of Timeless TruthsA boardwalk peddler selling one ounce of God. A gentle
mute who unwittingly triggers a tragic chain of events. Two businessmen declaring war over
the Very Last Sandwich in the Entire World. The characters in the eleven short stories of The
Most Important Thing Happening move through the whimsical, the mysterious, and the
introspective toward the hope your soul longs for. So allow these stories to unfold before you
one at a time. Chew on them. Let them haunt you. Go ahead and make a few fictional friends.
Take a look at the world in a new way. You may come out the other side transformed.

A Literary Tea Party
The simple art and tradition of brewing the perfect cup--at home. Whether it's a morning drip or
an evening espresso martini, amazing coffee is an artform. The Coffee Recipe Book is your
guide to understanding how everything comes together for an artisanal coffee drink. With 50
different recipes ranging from classic cappuccino to specialty lattes, there's a delicious option
for everyone. Easily match the expertise of your favorite cafe, with the perfect mix of the
techniques and tools needed to give your daily grind a good home. The Coffee Recipe Book
includes: Day to night--Coffee isn't just for morning anymore with drinks like Coconut Coffee
Smoothie and Coffee Old-Fashioned. Use your bean--A complete guide to coffee beans will
help you select the right roast for every brew. In the details--Understand how components like
water, bean style, and serving method all mix into the perfect pour. Brew up the perfect coffee
drink just like a barista--in the comfort of your own home.

The Austen Escape
The Latte Rebellion
Ninety-four countries. Thirty-one schools. Two bullets. Now it's over . . . or so she thinks.
Sophia Hepworth arrives in Montana with the promise of a normal American high school
experience. But after a turbulent few years abroad with her diplomat parents, forgetting the
past is easier said than done. After all, "normal" high school students aren't fluent in multiple
languages or trained in several forms of combat. Then Sophia meets a group of friends she
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can really trust and finds herself drawn more and more to mysterious Aksel--who she maybe
shouldn't trust but can't stop thinking about. But it's not long before Sophia's past catches up
with her and she learns who she really is, and all that she is capable of in the name of love and
survival. Full of heart-stopping action and breath-taking romance, this cinematic debut features
a girl willing to risk everything to save the life that she built for herself.

The Dating Charade
Fiction. Short Stories. African & African American Studies. THESE BODIES, a collection of
eleven stories by Morgan Christie, explores the complexities of relationships, specifically those
of people of color. Each story highlights the subtleties and undercurrents of the life of a unique
protagonist. Championing underrepresented stories, loves, trials, and bodies, Christie's debut
full-length book is one of depth, of passion, of fear, and of joy. "Reading Morgan Christie's
debut collection is like falling into a dream, animal life and the occasional fantastical element
peeking through a curtain of painful human reality. Christie's voice is precise throughout,
modern and emotionally astute, her characters filled with longing, forced while at various
crossroads to reconcile vices and failings--large and small--with their hopes for a better
world."--Karen Palmer "THESE BODIES serves as an almost unnerving reflection of what it
means to be human, to the point that every reader will be able to recognize some part of
themselves within these pages, whether it's the need for understanding, the desperation of a
second chance, or the lies we acknowledge but rarely have the courage to truly face. Written
with empathy, subtlety, and just a little bit of magic, Christie is one of those writers whose
stories will randomly pop into your head, seemingly unprovoked, for years to come."--MK
Roney "One of the best short story collections I've read in a while. Christie skillfully crafts
characters so real, you can feel their hearts beating through the pages. The stories in THESE
BODIES are an honest and relatable look at the multifaceted human experience, something we
need in the world now more than ever."--Racquel Henry

Hatch
Fans left desperate for more at the end of Bloom will dive into this second book of the
Overthrow trilogy--where the danger mounts and alien creatures begin to hatch. First the rain
brought seeds. Seeds that grew into alien plants that burrowed and strangled and fed. Seth,
Anaya, and Petra are strangely immune to the plants' toxins and found a way to combat them.
But just as they have their first success, the rain begins again. This rain brings eggs. That
hatch into insects. Not small insects. Bird-sized mosquitos that carry disease. Borer worms that
can eat through the foundation of a house. Boat-sized water striders that carry away their prey.
But our heroes aren't able to help this time--they've been locked away in a government lab with
other kids who are also immune. What is their secret? Could they bepart alien themselves?
Whose side are they on? Kenneth Oppel expertly escalates the threats and ratchets up the
tension in this can't-read-it-fast-enough adventure with an alien twist. Readers will be gasping
for the next book as soon as they turn the last page

The Lost Wonderland Diaries, Volume 1
The fourth book in Nancy Rue's Real Life series centers on Tyler Bonning, who is an
intellectual, a debater, a violinist but definitely not traditional beauty-queen material. When she
is nominated for prom queen as a joke, she takes up the cause of the less-advantaged kids
who can’t afford the high standards for prom set by the school’s wealthier ruling class. While
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her Prom for Everybody program seems to be succeeding, she’s opposed by her parents, who
not only think she’s wasting her time and intellect on the cause, but are appalled that she
plans to attend with a white boy. And they aren’t the only ones. Threats, a kidnapping, and an
averted sabotage of the prom come overwhelm Tyler, who uses the mysterious RL book as her
guide to the real “cause.”

Nat Enough
These Bodies
Create and organize writing projects with ease using Scrivener 3 for Mac and iOS! Updated
11/19/2017 Scrivener is a powerful tool for managing long-form writing projects—like novels and
screenplays—and Take Control of Scrivener 3 gives you all the details you need to know to
harness its potential. In this book, best-selling author Kirk McElhearn walks you through setting
up, organizing, writing, formatting, revising, and compiling a Scrivener project, whether you’re
working on a Mac or in iOS. Using this extensive guide, you’ll be able to: • Meet Scrivener:
Learn about the Scrivener philosophy and its basic layout • Start your project: Pick a template
and add existing materials to your project • Brainstorm and organize: Discover three different
ways to work with your material using the Binder, Corkboard, and Outliner. • Set up your
writing environment and avoid distractions: Choose default fonts and colors, opt for Script
Mode if you’re writing a script or screenplay, and simplify your workspace by hiding interface
elements or by using Composition Mode or Apple’s Full Screen Mode. • Make the most of key
features: Learn how to work with styles; use annotations and comments; add footnotes and
endnotes; view more than one file at once; use collections to view selected items from the
Binder; store bookmarks and project notes; and share and synchronize your project with
others. • Go further with Scrivener: Get the details on special features like Scrivenings View
(write in sections, but view as a single document) and Snapshots (allows you to make and view
periodic backups of your text). • Revise and edit your work: Learn how to find and replace text,
and work with revisions. • Use Scrivener in iOS: Sync your projects to iOS and work on an
iPhone or iPad. • Print and export: Understand the process of preparing your project to be
printed, and what’s involved in compiling it so that it can be exported in a different format. Kirk
also highlights the many changes to Scrivener since the last version (see the What’s New
section below), including updates to the interface, styles, outlining and metadata capabilities,
and improved searching and writing features. In addition, he explains brand-new features in
Scrivener 3, including Bookmarks (lets you store references to other sections of your project),
Linguistic Focus (highlights specific elements such as dialog, adverbs, or adjectives), Section
types (such as Chapter Text and Scene), and Copyholders (allows you to view three or four
documents at once).

The Barista Book
A vivid and passionate love story from the Booker-shortlisted author.

The Printed Letter Bookshop
Something monstrous has been found in the magic world of Wonderland and it wants to get
out. Lewis Carroll created a curious and fantastical world in his classic book Alice in
Wonderland, but he secretly recorded the true story of his actual travels to Wonderland in four
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journals which have been lost to the worlduntil now. Celia and Tyrus discover the legendary
Lost Diaries of Wonderland and fall into a portal that pulls them into the same fantasy world as
the White Rabbit and the Mad Hatter. However, Wonderland has vastly changed. A darkness
has settled over the land, and some creatures and characters that Tyrus remembers from the
book have been transformed into angry monsters. Celia and Tyrus make their way through this
unpredictable and dangerous land, helped by familiar friends including the Cheshire Cat and a
new character, Sylvan, a young rabbit. Together, they desperately work to solve puzzles and
riddles, looking for a way out of Wonderland. But the danger increases when the Queen of
Hearts begins hunting them. Believing the two young visitors hold the key to opening multiple
portals to multiple worlds, she will stop at nothing to capture them. It's up to Celia and Tyrus to
save Wonderland and the real world. It's a race against time before they are trapped in
Wonderland forever.

Girl from Nowhere
Just when you think you’ve met your match . . . the charade begins. Cassie Everson is an
expert at escaping bad first dates. And, after years of meeting, greeting, and running from the
men who try to woo her, Cassie is almost ready to retire her hopes for a husband—and
children—altogether. But fate has other plans, and Cassie’s online dating profile catches the
eye of firefighter Jett Bentley. In Jett’s memory, Cassie Everson is the unreachable girl-oflegend from their high school days. Nervously, he messages her, setting off a chain of events
that forces a reluctant Cassie back into the dating game. No one is more surprised than Cassie
when her first date with Jett is a knockout. But when they both go home and find three children
dropped in their laps—each—they independently decide to do the right and mature thing: hide
the kids from each other while sorting it all out. What could go wrong? Melissa Ferguson’s
hilarious and warmhearted debut reminds us that love can come in very small packages—and
that sometimes our best-laid plans aren’t nearly as rewarding and fun as the surprises that
come our way. “A heartwarming charmer.” —Sheila Roberts, USA TODAY bestselling author of
the Moonlight Harbor series “The Dating Charade will keep you smiling the entire read.
Ferguson not only delights us with new love, with all its attendant mishaps and
misunderstandings, but she takes us deeper in the hearts and minds of vulnerable children as
Cassie and Jett work out their families—then their dating lives. An absolute treat!” —Katherine
Reay, bestselling author of The Printed Letter Bookshop “The Dating Charade is hilarious and
heartwarming with characters you truly care about, super fun plot twists and turns, snappy
prose, and a sweet romance you’re rooting for.” —Rachel Linden, bestselling author of The
Enlightenment of Bees “Melissa Ferguson is a sparkling new voice in contemporary rom-com.
Though her novel tackles meaningful struggles—social work, child abandonment, adoption—it’s
also fresh, flirty, and laugh-out-loud funny. Ferguson is going to win fans with this one!”
—Lauren Denton, bestselling author of The Hideaway and Glory Road “A jolt of energy
featuring one of the most unique romantic hooks I have ever read. Personality and zest shine
through Ferguson’s evident enjoyment at crafting high jinks and misadventures as two people
slowly make way for love in the midst of major life upheaval. A marvelous treaty on unexpected
grace and its life-changing chaos, Cassie and Jett find beautiful vulnerability in redefining what
it means to live happily-ever-after.” —Rachel McMillan, author of The London Restoration and
the Three Quarter Time series “Ferguson delivers a stellar debut. The Dating Charade is a fun,
romantic albeit challenging look at just what it takes to fall in love and be a family. You'll think
of these characters long after the final page.” —Rachel Hauck, New York Times bestselling
author of The Wedding Dress A sweet romantic comedy that can be read as a standalone.
Book length: 76,000 words. Includes discussion questions for reading groups.
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Dear Mr. Knightley
Now you can enjoy gourmet coffee drinks at home with Making Your Own Gourmet Coffee
Drinks. This guide to all things coffee has more than 100 recipes and not only shows you how
to make all the standard gourmet coffee drinks, but also introduces you to exciting new flavors
like Chocolate Cream Coffee, Spiced Coffee Cider, Blended Banana Coffee, Cappuccino
Royale, Butterscotch Cappuccino, Iced Almond Coffee, Chocolate-Coffee Crush, Coffee Ice
Cream Soda, Strawberry Delight, Iced Maple Espresso, Tropical Espresso Delight, and Coffee
Alexander. Learn how to make the perfect cup of coffee with tips on selecting the best quality
beans, proper storage methods, the right way to grind coffee, the best way to steam milk, and
where to buy your equipment. Aside from traditional hot drinks, this guide teaches you how to
make delicious cold brews that are perfectly paired with various liqueurs. Whether you’re
waking up in the morning with a hot cup of espresso or winding down with a Mochachino Float,
these gourmet coffee drinks are a delicious addition to any day.

Halton Hikes
Sometimes love means having to broaden your literary horizons. Frankie Rose is desperate for
love. Or a relationship. Or just a date with a semi-normal person will do. It’s not that she
hasn’t tried. She’s the queen of dating. But enough is enough. Inspired by her job at The Little
Brunswick Street Bookshop, Frankie decides to take fate into her own hands and embarks on
the ultimate love experiment. Her plan? Plant her favourite books on trains inscribed with her
contact details in a bid to lure the sophisticated, charming and well-read man of her dreams.
Enter Sunny, and one spontaneous kiss later, Frankie begins to fall for him. But there’s just
one problem – Frankie is strictly a classics kind of gal, and Sunny is really into Young Adult.
Like really. A quirky and uplifting love letter to books, friendship and soulmates. Film rights
have been optioned. Praise for The Book Ninja ‘A funny, quirky read with a fantastically bookish flavour.’ Kelly Rimmer, bestselling author of Before I Let You Go and The Things We
Cannot Say ‘I could not put The Book Ninja down. It’s so very Melbourne … It’s young and
funny, and very modern. It was written very beautifully.’ Carly Findlay OAM, author and activist
‘Great read! Highly recommend. Original idea and really well written.’ Chyka Keebaugh, The
Real Housewives of Melbourne ‘Hilarious, heartwarming, amazing.’ Pip Drysdale, bestselling
author of The Sunday Girl and The Strangers We Know ‘An unbelievable love story in a very
believable world. It was funny, sad and so, so relatable. I loved every page!’ Sophie Dillman,
Home and Away ‘A light hearted, quirky romance’ Herald Sun ‘A delightful, funny read’ Good
Reading ‘A clever, loveable book that is to be enjoyed. Maybe even hugged’ Better Reading
'This was a fantastic five star read for me and a great breath of fresh air. Read it with a cheeky
glass of wine and then share it with your bestie.’ Crazy Book Lady, Instagram ‘This book
celebrates the joys of reading anything from childhood classics to YA and onwards. Ah my
bookworm heart is all excited just thinking. About my old faves plus the potential of future
reads.’ What Jane Read, Instagram ‘Still looking for love online? Forget it. The Book Ninja is
the only thing a modern girl needs in her dating toolkit.’ Sharon Krum, journalist and author

Vanity Fare
A charming, uplifting novel about love, loss, and finding your way in the world, perfect for fans
of Eleanor Oliphant Is Completely Fine and The Keeper of Lost Things. Emily can't remember
the last time she left the house. Or spoke to anyone besides her grandmother, beloved
children's author Catriona Robinson. After Catriona's death, Emily is at a complete loss . . .
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until she gets an unexpected letter from the woman she loved most. Catriona has revealed
there might be one last, lost unpublished manuscript in her wildly popular book series. And
she's left a secret diary and trail of clues that only Emily can follow. From London to Paris to
Verona, Emily traces her grandmother's past, finding out more about her family -- and herself -than she ever imagined possible. Hopeful and adventurous, The Book of Second Chances
celebrates books and bookstores, the power of imagination, and having the courage to shape
our own destinies.

The Most Important Thing Happening
"A story of two sisters, bound together by family, food, and a passion for Jane Austen"--

Take Control of Scrivener 3
Now available in one volume—three novels by Katherine Reay! Dear Mr. Knightley, Lizzy &
Jane, The Brontë Plot Dear Mr. Knightley Samantha Moore has always hidden behind the
words of others—namely, her favorite characters in literature. Now, she will learn to write her
own story—by giving that story to a complete stranger. Lizzy & Jane Elizabeth left her family’s
home in Seattle fifteen years ago to pursue her lifelong dream—chefing her own restaurant in
New York City. Jane stayed behind to raise a family. Estranged since their mother’s death
many years ago, the circumstances of their lives are about to bring them together once again.
The Brontë Plot When a rare-books dealer goes to England, she discovers more than just the
famous writing haunts—she discovers how to love and be loved in today’s modern world.
“Katherine Reay’s Dear Mr. Knightley kept me up until 2:00 a.m.; I simply couldn’t put it
down.” —Eloisa James, New York Times bestselling author of Once Upon a Tower

Glory Road
Now a USA Today and Amazon Charts Bestseller! “A story both powerful and enchanting: a
don’t-miss novel in the greatest southern traditions of storytelling.” —Patti Callahan Henry,
New York Times bestselling author When her grandmother’s will wrenches Sara back home,
she learns more about Margaret Van Buren in the wake of her death than she ever knew in life.
After her last remaining family member dies, Sara Jenkins goes home to The Hideaway, her
grandmother Mags’s ramshackle B&B in Sweet Bay, Alabama. She intends to quickly tie up
loose ends then return to her busy life and thriving antique shop in New Orleans. Instead, she
learns Mags has willed The Hideaway to her and charged her with renovating it—no small task
considering her grandmother’s best friends, a motley crew of senior citizens, still live there.
Rather than hurrying back to New Orleans, Sara stays in Sweet Bay and begins the biggest
house-rehabbing project of her career. Amid drywall dust, old memories, and a charming
contractor, she discovers that slipping back into life at The Hideaway is easier than she
expected. Then she discovers a box Mags left in the attic with clues to a life Sara never
imagined for her grandmother. With help from Mags’s friends, Sara begins to piece together
the mysterious life of bravery, passion, and choices that changed her grandmother’s destiny in
both marvelous and devastating ways. When an opportunistic land developer threatens to
seize The Hideaway, Sara is forced to make a choice—stay in Sweet Bay and fight for the
house and the people she’s grown to love or leave again and return to her successful but
solitary life in New Orleans. “Two endearing heroines and their poignant storylines of love lost
and found make this the perfect book for an afternoon on the back porch with a glass of sweet
tea.” —Karen White, New York Times bestselling author
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The Hideaway
There’s nothing like a good cup of coffee in the morning, right? Most people simply buy their
espresso, latte, or macchiato from their local coffee shop and be done with it. To others,
however, their morning cup of coffee is more than just a swipe of a credit card and a quick
energy boost—it’s an art form. With this book, world-renowned latte artist and barista Hiroshi
Sawada offers step-by-step instructions on how to make more than fifty delicious coffee drinks.
Including recipes for some of the popular drinks in this world—lattes, americanos, cappuccinos,
espressos, mochas—and world-class tips from Sawada himself, this coffee compendium is the
premier guide for aspiring baristas and amateur home brewers alike. These invaluable skills
can be applied either at home or in a professional setting—helping even the most seasoned
barista hone their craft. In addition to the recipes, learn the intricacies of the pour, about the
different varieties of beans and how to store them, and all the crucial elements necessary to
make the perfect cup.

Brunch and Other Obligations
New from USA TODAY bestselling author Lauren Denton, Glory Road tells the story of three
generations of women navigating the uncertain pathways of their hearts during a summer that
promises to bring change--whether they're ready for it or not. "Glory Road brims with faith and
family, second chances and new horizons. Three generations of women may well remind you
of your own as they face transitions and find paths as winding and sweet as those in a lovely
garden on a summer's day." --LISA WINGATE, New York Times bestselling author of Before
We Were Yours The only thing certain is change--even in a place as steady as Perry,
Alabama, on a street as old as Glory Road. Nearly a decade after her husband's affair drove
her back home to South Alabama, Jessie McBride has the stable life she wants--operating her
garden shop, Twig, next door to her house on Glory Road, and keeping up with her teenage
daughter and spunky mother. But the unexpected arrival of two men makes Jessie question
whether she's really happy with the status quo. When handsome, wealthy businessman
Sumner Tate asks her to arrange flowers for his daughter's lavish wedding, Jessie finds herself
drawn to his continued attention. Then Ben Bradley, her lingering what-could-have-been from
high school, moves back to the red dirt road, and she feels her heart pulled in directions she
never expected. Meanwhile, Jessie's fourteen-year-old daughter, Evan, is approaching the
start of high school and navigating a new world of emotions--particularly as they relate to the
cute new guy who's moved in just down the road. At the same time, Jessie's mother, Gus, is
suffering increasingly frequent memory lapses and faces a frightening, uncertain future. Once
again, Jessie feels her protected and predictable life shifting. In one summer, everything will
change. But for these three strong Southern women, the roots they've planted on Glory Road
will give life to the adventures waiting just around the curve.

Lizzy and Jane
"Art restorer Emily Price has never encountered anything she can't fix--until she meets Ben, an
Italian chef, who seems just right. When Emily follows Ben home to Italy, she learns that his
family, however, is another matter"--

Scrivener For Dummies
In the past society had aphorisms, today we have this hilarious yet deeply profound collection
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of tweets from the hugely popular @NeinQuarterly. Nein. A Manifesto is the brainchild of Eric
Jarosinski, the self-described “failed intellectual” behind @NeinQuarterly, a “Compendium of
Utopian Negation” that uses the aphoristic potential of Twitter to plumb the existential abyss of
modern life—and finds it bottomless. Stridently hopeless and charmingly dour, Nein. A
Manifesto is an irreverent philosophical investigation into our most urgent questions. And the
least. Inspired by the aphorisms of Nietzsche, Karl Kraus, Walter Benjamin, and Theodor W.
Adorno, Jarosinski’s short-form style reinvents philosophy for a world doomed to distraction.
Nein. A Manifesto will be packaged as an attractive small-format hardcover, with a handful of
Jarosinski’s aphorisms laid out on each page. Critical thinkers, lovers of language,
bibliophiles, manics and depressives alike will be drawn to this compelling, witty, and often
hilarious translation of digital into print. Theory into praxis. And tragedy into farce.

A Portrait of Emily Price
Getting called a “towel head” inspires high school senior Asha Jamison with a great moneymaking idea: selling T-shirts promoting the Latte Rebellion, a club that raises awareness of
mixed-race students. When their “cause” goes viral, Asha’s life spirals out of control.
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